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A B S T R A C T

Phycobilisomes (PBs) absorb light and supply downstream photosynthetic processes with excitation energy in
many cyanobacteria and algae. In response to a sudden increase in light intensity, excess excitation energy is
photoprotectively dissipated in PBs by means of the orange carotenoid protein (OCP)-related mechanism or via a
light-activated intrinsic decay channel. Recently, we have identified that both mechanisms are associated with
far-red emission states. Here, we investigate the far-red states involved with the light-induced intrinsic me-
chanism by exploring the energy landscape and electro-optical properties of the pigments in PBs. While Stark
spectroscopy showed that the far-red states in PBs exhibit a strong charge-transfer (CT) character at cryogenic
temperatures, single molecule spectroscopy revealed that CT states should also be present at room temperature.
Owing to the strong environmental sensitivity of CT states, the knowledge gained from this study may contribute
to the design of a new generation of fluorescence markers.

1. Introduction

Charge separation in the core of oxygenic photosynthetic reaction
centers relies on the continuous supply of excitation energy from an
extended network of pigments embedded in light harvesting antenna
proteins [1]. By means of various molecular mechanisms regulating the
flow of excitation energy, these pigment-protein antenna complexes
counterbalance unexpected changes in the amount of absorbed solar
energy that often occur on fast timescales, ranging from seconds to a
few minutes. Upon a sudden increase in light intensity, the photo-
protective qE mechanism promotes nonradiative decay of excess ex-
citation energy in the antennae to prevent the formation of dangerous
active molecular species and contributes to the non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ) of chlorophyll a fluorescence, as its fast and reversible
component [2].

In many cyanobacteria, excessive illumination triggers photo-
protective mechanisms at the level of the peripheral antennae, the
phycobilisomes (PBs). PB from Synechocystis PCC 6803 (hereafter
Synechocystis) has a hand-shaped structure (Fig. 1A), with a central tri-
cylindrical core and 6 rods fanning out from the core [3–8]. Out of up to
396 chemically identical but spectrally distinct linear tetrapyrroles

covalently bound to a PB complex, 324 pigments are located in the
peripheral rods. Each rod contains 2–3 phycocyanin hexamers that are
characterized by room-temperature broad-band emission with the
maximum near 650 nm [9–13]. In the core, 68 pigments bind to allo-
phycocyanin with emission at ~660 nm, while the remaining pigments
are red-shifted further by ~20 nm and form the so-called terminal
emitters, which transfer excitation energy to the reaction centers
[3,14]. The presence of multiple spectral species across a broad spectral
window is an intrinsic feature of PB, not only creating a cascade for
downhill energy transfer from the rods, via the core, to the terminal
emitters, but also making room for several energy quenching mechan-
isms.

The principal photoprotective mechanism in cyanobacteria involves
the orange carotenoid protein (OCP) [15], which, in its photoactivated
form binds to the core of PB [16–19], creating a channel for non-
radiative decay of excitations [9,10]. Another class of thermal energy
dissipation mechanisms correlated with extensively red-shifted emis-
sion states, but not involving OCP, was identified in our recent ex-
ploration of the spectral properties of individual PB complexes isolated
from Synechocystis [20]. We showed that while the fate of excitation
energy in the PB complexes depends on their molecular state (e.g., a
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conformational state, as shown in [13,20]), the absorption of light in-
duces switching between different states, with an increasing probability
of entering a quenched state under higher light intensities within the
physiological range. The role of these intrinsic quenched states (i.e.,
assumed in the absence of OCP) was proposed to be involved in pho-
toprotection in two cases: 1) when the light intensity fluctuations take
place on shorter timescales than the activation of OCP, and 2) in strains
that do not contain OCP. In the latter, this mechanism could serve as the
dominant, fast energy decay channel. It was shown that every pig-
mented component of PB can generate a quencher but a detailed ex-
planation of the underlying electronic structures and excited state dy-
namics is still lacking. Interestingly, the large majority of far-red
emission states from single, isolated PB complexes were found to be
directly preceded and/or succeeded by long-living, intrinsically

quenched states [21], which strongly suggests a relationship in the
underlying mechanisms of those states. Again, by analogy to other
photosynthetic systems, we have hypothesized that this far-red emis-
sion has a CT character. However, it needs to be attested whether the
pigments in PB complexes are capable of entering states with a CT
character, and whether such CT states may be involved with photo-
protection in cyanobacteria.

In this study, we test the hypothesis of the existence of CT states in
PBs by investigating the characteristics of the far-red spectral states as
obtained from SMS and by applying Stark fluorescence (SF) spectro-
scopy to whole, isolated PB complexes (WT-PB) and isolated parts of
PB, namely rods (ΔAB-PB) [22], cores (CK-PB) [23], as well as cores
with short rods (CB-PB) [24] (Fig. 1A). As the SF signal evolves with the
external electric field, SF spectroscopy is the technique of choice for

Fig. 1. (A) Complexes used in this study, isolated from wild-type Synechocystis PCC6803 and mutants of Synechocystis. Essentially, ΔAB-PB and CK-PB represent the
rods (dark blue) and the core (cyan, with the ~680-nm-emitting monomers in red) of a whole WT-PB, respectively. CB-PB has only one phycocyanin hexamer in each
of its (short) rods, while WT-PB has up to three phycocyanin hexamers per rod. F in (B) and SF in (C) are spectra of WT-PB (black), CB-PB (gray), CK-PB (magenta)
and ΔAB-PB (blue). The spectra were collected at 77 K upon excitation at 591 nm. Modeling of the F (D, F and H) and SF (E, G and I) spectra of CK-PB (D and E), ΔAB-
PB (F and G) and WT-PB (H and I). In each case, the F spectrum was deconvoluted into a minimum number of constituent bands (with the peak position, λmax,
displayed in nm), the derivative superposition of which yielded a satisfactory fit of the corresponding SF spectrum. In (D, F and H), the far-red band (dark red)
contributed about 30% of the total F intensity in the longer wavelength region, while the remainder was used to produce vibrational progression(s). In (B, D, F and
H), the left insets denote the types of PB complexes used for the measurements. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the online version of this chapter.)
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revealing the CT character of photoactive species [25–28], quantify
their CT character and excited-state dynamics, and for examining the
electronic structures of pigments in protein matrices. It is also an ef-
fective experimental tool towards resolving multiple overlapping
spectral contributions that give rise to a single broad spectral profile in
conventional spectroscopy [26,29] (see also SI on SF). SMS reveals the
spectral heterogeneity of photoactive complexes resulting from protein
conformational disorder that is averaged out in most ensemble ap-
proaches, thus shedding light on the likelihood of accessing, e.g., states
with characteristics resembling CT states [30].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

The complexes WT-PB, ΔAB-PB, CK-PB and CB-PB were isolated as
previously reported in Ref. [16], from WT Synechocystis and the mu-
tants ΔAB [22], CK [23], and CB [24], respectively. For single molecule
spectroscopy measurements the samples were prepared as described
before [20]. For SF measurements the samples were concentrated by
means of centrifugation at 3000 ×g in Amicon Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal
Filter Units (30 kDa; Merck) at room temperature until the optical
density at the absorption maximum reached 100.

2.2. Single molecule spectroscopy

Measurements were performed as described in [20] using a custom
setup described in [31], with sample-specific modifications described in
[20]. The complexes were bound to poly-L-lysine on a microscope
coverslip and excited at 594 nm, using 76 MHz pulsed light with peak
intensities of 0.9–1.8 W/cm2, 15–30 W/cm2, and 150 W/cm2 for WT-
PB, CK-PB, and ΔAB-PB, respectively. Each complex was illuminated
individually for a duration of 1–2 min and its fluorescence photons
were spectrally dispersed by a diffraction grating (Optometrics LLC,
HR830/800 nm) and measured by a CCD camera (Spec10:100BR,
Princeton Instruments) in consecutive 1-s bins. Measurements were
performed at room temperature and in the presence of oxygen. Only the
30% brightest single complexes of each PB type were considered to
ensure that complexes that partially degraded before the onset of the
measurement were excluded from further analysis (see data screening
in Ref. [20]). Note that the brightness corresponded to the intensity of
an unquenched, non-shifted spectrum from the time-resolved spectral
sequence of a complex.

A background spectrum was subtracted from each single-molecule
spectrum. Spectra from WT-PB and CK-PB complexes exhibiting no far-
red emission were fitted using a positively skewed Gaussian function for
the main band and a normal Gaussian function for the vibrational wing,
which typically peaked between 735 and 740 nm. Far-red emission
spectra from WT-PB and CK-PB were fitted using a double skewed
Gaussian function after subtracting the vibrational wing. The reported
spectral parameters (width and peak position) of the far-red emission
spectra reflect those of the red band in such a deconvolution. Since the
peak position and width of the blue band were generally very similar to
those of spectra with comparable intensity preceding and succeeding
the double-band spectra, those parameters were restricted within a
limited range during fitting. Spectral broadening resulting from partial
quenching was fractionally divided between the two bands, based on
their relative amplitudes.

To fit the spectra of ΔAB-PB, we fixed the wavelength and width of
the 672 nm band, using the values reported in [13], and varied its
amplitude, while keeping all variables of the blue band (near 650 nm)
and far-red band free. All bands were fitted simultaneously using a
positively skewed Gaussian function. To improve the fitting accuracy,
the peak position and width of the blue band was again constrained as
explained for the far-red spectra of WT-PB and CK-PB. No vibrational
band was fitted for spectra from ΔAB-PB, because it was not possible to

unambiguously discriminate between a vibrational band (related to the
650-nm emission) and far-red emission from those complexes. Data
analysis was performed in MATLAB (Mathworks) and figures were
prepared in Origin 9.1 (OriginLab) and Igor Pro 8 (WaveMetrics).

2.3. Stark spectroscopy

SF spectroscopy was performed on frozen PB preparations in a su-
crose-containing K-phosphate buffer at pH 7.5, at 77 K in a rectangular
Stark cell prepared by gluing two ITO-coated quartz slides using
double-sided 100 nm thick sticky tape (Sellotape). The optical path
length was determined by the thickness of the sticky tape. The SF ex-
periment was carried out on a custom-built setup, similar to the one
described in [27]. Briefly, the white light continuum of a Xenon lamp
(Oriel) was dispersed through a monochromator (1200 grooves/mm
grating blazed at 350 nm) and the desired excitation light was selected.
The excitation beam was polarized horizontally using a Glan-Taylor
polarizer and directed into the sample at an angle of 45°. The sample
was immersed into the liquid N2 chamber of an Oxford cryostat
(DN1704) having strain-free quartz optical windows. A low distortion
sinusoidal AC voltage synthesized in the lock-in amplifier (SR850) with
modulation frequency of 80 Hz was applied to the sample after desired
amplification through a homebuilt high voltage generator. The polar-
ization between the electric field and the excitation wavelength was set
at the magic angle (54.7°). Both the F and SF signals were then dis-
persed through another monochromator (1200 grooves/mm grating
blazed at 550 nm) placed at right angle with the previous mono-
chromator, and recorded simultaneously by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) and lock-in amplifier combination at the second harmonics of
the modulation frequency. The recorded SF signal was then multiplied
by 2√2 to convert it to the equivalent DC signal and, finally, the SF
signals were plotted as a function of wavelength to yield a SF spectrum.

Details about the theoretical modeling of experimentally obtained
SF data can be found elsewhere [26,27]. Briefly, the SF spectrum of
randomly oriented and spatially fixed photoactive chromophores in a
solid matrix (having negligible inter-chromophore interaction) can be
approximated as the weighted superposition of the zeroth, first and
second order derivatives of the (field-free) F spectrum described by the
following equation:

= ⎧
⎨⎩

+ + ⎫
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ΔF v
F

fF A F v B v d F v v
dv

C v d F v v
dv

2 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( )/ ] [ ( )/ ]
ext χ χ χ

max

2 3
3

3
2 3

2

(1)

where Fmax is the F intensity at the maximum, Fext is the magnitude of
the electric field applied externally during the course of experiment, ν is
the wavenumber, χ is the experimental angle between the direction of
Fext and the electric vector of the excitation light, and f is the local field
correction factor that connects the magnitude of the internal electric
field experienced by the chromophore(s) with the externally applied
field via the relation Fint = fFext. The coefficient Aχ (denoted as the
zeroth derivative contribution, ZDC) reflects the field-induced change
in emission intensity arising mostly from field-induced modification of
the rates of nonradiative deactivations competing with the F process
[27,32,33]. The coefficients Bχ and Cχ are associated with changes in
molecular polarizability (Δα) and molecular dipole moment (Δμ) be-
tween the ground and excited states connected by the optical transition,
respectively [27,32,33]. At the magic angle (χ = 54.7°) the coefficients
Bχ and Cχ can be expressed as [27,32]:

=°B Δα
hc254.7 (2)

=°C
Δμ
h c

( )
6

,54.7

2

2 2 (3)

where h denotes the Planck constant and c the vacuum speed of light.
Therefore, upon fitting the SF spectrum by a weighted superposition of
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the derivatives of the F spectrum and computing the coefficients of the
first and second derivatives, one can extract the values of Δα and Δμ
from the Eqs. (2) and (3). As the value of f is not known, the values of
Δα and Δμ in this study are expressed in terms of f. All the SF spectral
fitting protocols were implemented using the software routine of Igor
Pro 8 (WaveMetrics). Each of the deconvoluted bands was synthesized
using a single or a linear combination of multiple skewed Gaussian
functions of varying width and skewness.

3. Results

3.1. Stark fluorescence spectroscopy

Within the selected spectral window, the 77 K steady-state fluor-
escence (F) spectra in Fig. 1B are featured by a characteristic single
band with a well-defined homogeneously broadened lineshape, peaking
at 678 nm, 678 nm, 680 nm and 664 nm for WT-PB, CB-PB, CK-PB and
ΔAB-PB, respectively, in agreement with previous reports [20]. The SF
spectrum of each sample is characterized by an intense negative band
(whose peak is located in the vicinity of the corresponding F peak) and
asymmetric positive wings on both sides (Fig. 1C), thereby yielding a
typical derivative-like Stark lineshape (see SI) [34].

To uncover the underlying electronic structures (i.e., the electro-
optical parameters) and excited-state dynamics of the contributing
spectral species, the SF spectra were analyzed by employing the con-
ventional Liptay formalism (see also SI). According to this formalism, a
linear combination of the zeroth, first and second derivatives of the F
spectrum [35,36] is used to fit the SF spectrum in a certain spectral
window when the associated F signals originate from a single type of
non-interacting pigments. For complexes containing spectrally different
pigments, each pigment type has distinct electro-optical parameters,
giving rise to a distinct SF signal, and a sum of independent linear
equations should be used to fit the SF spectrum. Although PB from
Synechocystis contains only one type of pigment, the phycocyanobilin,
the spectral properties of the pigments in the cores and the rods are
distinct and, therefore, a sum of independent linear equations was used.

We approached the SF spectra of PBs in a systematic way by firstly
analyzing the spectra of CK-PB and ΔAB-PB, representing the cores and
the rods, respectively, of the whole PB complex. The spectral para-
meters obtained from this analysis were then used to fit the more
congested spectra of the whole PB antenna. The F emission from CK-PB
originates mainly from a state equilibrated over pigments emitting near
660 nm and the terminal emitter pigments emitting around 680 nm
[12]. As a result, the simplest fitting model of the F spectrum gives a
single, intense 680-nm band and a weak 660-nm band (Fig. S2A).
However, for such deconvolution, the best fit of the SF spectrum (Fig.

S2B) deviated strongly from the experimental data, in particular above
680 nm, indicating that the intense 680-nm emission of the F spectrum
is a superposition of more than one spectral species, each having a
distinct set of electro-optical parameters. In Fig. S2C and D, the F and SF
spectra were fitted using a model where the 680-nm band was decon-
voluted into two independent bands peaking at 678 and 683 nm, re-
spectively. In this case, it was assumed that the F intensity in the longer
wavelength region (above 690 nm) constitutes vibrational progression
and was hence distributed proportionately to the red tails of the two
bands. Although this model reproduces the main SF spectral features
(Fig. S2D), it still noticeably deviates from the SF spectra above 690 nm,
suggesting that the F intensity above 690 nm is not purely due to vi-
brational progression of the two bands. Instead, it must have a con-
tribution from another distinct spectral band. Fig. 1D and E show that a
satisfactory fit of the SF spectrum can be obtained by adding a broad
and strongly red-shifted emission band. Owing to the lack of quanti-
tative information about the amplitude of the far-red emission band as
compared to the vibrational tails, we estimated a 30% contribution of
the far-red band to the total F intensity above 690 nm. Therefore, the F
spectrum of CK-PB was ultimately deconvoluted into four constituent
bands peaking at 660 nm, 678 nm, 683 nm, and 705 nm, respectively.
Table 1 summarizes the molecular parameters estimated from the
analysis.

A similar approach was followed to fit the SF spectra of ΔAB-PB,
representing the PBs' rods. When considering the F spectrum to consist
of a single band with a vibrational tail (Fig. S2A) the derivative su-
perposition of this spectrum led to a non-negligible disagreement with
the SF data above 680 nm (Fig. S2B). Addition of a separate, in-
dependent band above 700 nm considerably improved the fit of the SF
spectrum in the long-wavelength region (Fig. 1G). The F spectrum was
deconvoluted into two bands peaking at 664 nm and 705 nm (Fig. 1F),
and the SF spectrum of ΔAB-PB was again obtained by the weighted
superposition of the derivatives of the deconvoluted bands. Similar to
CK-PB, the 705 nm band was estimated to account for 30% of the F
intensity at longer wavelengths. The molecular parameters estimated
from the analysis are included in Table 1.

Fig. 1E and G indicate that introduction of an independent, broad,
significantly red-shifted band (peaking beyond 700 nm) was a funda-
mental requirement for obtaining satisfactory fits of the SF spectra of
CK-PB and ΔAB-PB. For both samples, this far-red band was associated
with a considerable magnitude of the dipole moment, Δμ, signifying a
state with a prominent CT character (see Table 1).

Similar deconvolution protocols were applied to analyze the SF
spectra of CB-PB and WT-PB. Since CK-PB is the complete core of PB
and ΔAB-PB can be seen as representing the rods of the PB antenna
[22,37], one can consider the F spectra of CB-PB and WT-PB to be

Table 1
Spectral fitting and estimated electro-optic parameters (with standard deviations). Peak amplitude is compared with unity. The abbreviations denote: FWHM – full-
width at half-maximum, ZDC – zeroth derivative contribution, Δα – change in the molecular polarizability, and Δμ – change in the dipole moment.

Band
(nm)

Peak intensity
(a.u.)

FWHM
(nm)

ZDC (%)
(at 1 MVcm−1)

Δα
(Å3/f2)

Δμ
(D/f)

CK-PB 660 0.05 22 0.50 ± 0.01 −72 ± 3 0.00
679 0.61 14 −5.3 ± 0.2 −47 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.2
683 0.42 20 5.5 ± 0.2 −54 ± 2 1.5 ± 0.2
705 0.03 44 9.0 ± 0.2 −716 ± 28 9.2 ± 0.6

ΔAB-PB 664 0.98 14 0.4 ± 0.01 −64 ± 3 1.9 ± 0.3
705 0.04 40 0.4 ± 0.01 −36 ± 3 5.7 ± 0.6

WT-PB 664 0.13 22 −1.0 ± 0.1 −143 ± 3 2.1 ± 0.2
678 0.73 13 −5.1 ± 0.2 −115 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.2
683 0.33 18 7.5 ± 0.2 −54 ± 2 1.5 ± 0.2
705 0.03 44 10.0 ± 0.2 −716 ± 28 9.2 ± 0.6

CB-PB 664 0.11 22 −2.0 ± 0.1 −143 ± 3 2.1 ± 0.2
678 0.73 13 −4.3 ± 0.2 −107 ± 1 1.9 ± 0.2
683 0.33 18 6.8 ± 0.2 −54 ± 2 1.5 ± 0.2
705 0.03 44 8.5 ± 0.2 −716 ± 28 9.2 ± 0.6
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composed of the combined F bands of CK-PB and ΔAB-PB. To simplify
the model, we represented analogous bands from CK-PB and ΔAB-PB by
a single band; for example, the 660-nm band of CK-PB and the 664-nm
band of ΔAB-PB were not considered as distinct bands in the models for
CB-PB and WT-PB. Like for CK-PB and ΔAB-PB, the SF spectrum of CB-
PB and WT-PB could not be adequately fitted when only including the
vibrational progression associated with the 677 nm and 683 nm bands
but excluding the far-red band (Fig. S3). Inclusion of a 705 nm band
contributing to about 30% of the F intensity above 690 nm significantly
improved the fits of the SF spectra of WT-PB (Fig. 3H and I) and CB-PB
(Fig. S4), both of which consisted of a weighted superposition of the
derivatives of four bands, peaking at 665 nm, 677 nm, 683 nm and
705 nm, respectively. In essence, the 677 nm and 683 nm bands re-
plicate the spectral constituents of CK-PB at similar wavelengths, while
the other two bands originate from both the core and the rods. Once
again, the far-red states have large Δμ magnitudes (see Table 1).

SF spectroscopy, as a method sensitive to CT states, unambiguously
revealed the contribution of these states to the spectroscopic signal of
PBs at 77 K. The ability of electronic excitations in PBs to access CT
states is unexpected. It is striking that the far-red spectral states ac-
cessed occasionally and reversibly by individual, whole PB complexes
at room temperature, revealed in our recent SMS studies [20,21], have
similar peak positions as the far-red bands identified with SF in this
work. To determine a possible relationship between the far-red states
identified via SF spectroscopy and SMS, we investigated whether the
far-red states of individually measured PBs show characteristics re-
sembling those of CT states.

3.2. Single molecule spectroscopy

Fig. 2 shows that the addition of a large number of random single-
molecule PB fluorescence spectra converges to that of the ensemble,
indicating that the single-molecule environment had a negligible effect
on the complexes. A typical spectrum of an individual complex in a

bright, unquenched state resembled the bulk spectrum but showed a
clear deviation in three regions. First, the main band is narrower, in-
dicating that static disorder contributes to broadening of the bulk
spectrum (vide infra, Fig. 3E). Furthermore, the red wing has lower
intensity, giving rise to what appears as two positive bands in the dif-
ference spectrum between the bulk and single molecule spectra (Fig. 2
inset), peaking near 700 nm and 750 nm. The nature of these two red-
shifted bands was investigated further by examining the spectral
characteristics of individual WT-PB, CK-PB, and ΔAB-PB complexes
using SMS.

The ability of PB to reversibly switch between unquenched, quen-
ched and red-shifted emission states, as revealed in previous studies
[20,21], is portrayed by switches between at least three dominant,
quasistable substates of its free energy conformational landscape
(Fig. 3A). Fig. 3B shows a representative spectral sequence from a single
WT-PB complex that switched reversibly into a far-red emission state,
visible as an enhancement near 700 nm on top of the broad vibrational
wing, after being in a strongly quenched state for several seconds.
While the far-red emission was always observed as a red-shifted band in
addition to the main, ensemble-like band (hereafter the “blue band”),
the spectra before and after the far-red emission reflect those of the
ensemble-averaged F spectra of PBs (see also Fig. 2). A recent study
showed that the intensity ratio of the blue and far-red spectral bands in
this characteristic double-band spectral profile can be explained by a
single pigment in the core acting as the site of far-red emission [21].

Far-red spectra with similar characteristics were observed from
single PB complexes isolated from the CK and ΔAB mutants.
Representative spectral sequences, showing reversible switches into far-
red emission states are shown in Fig. 3C and D, respectively. The ex-
ample in Fig. 3C shows switches between different far-red states in CK-
PB (red and green spectra), a behavior occasionally also observed for
single WT-PB complexes. ΔAB-PB displayed the greatest dynamics, in
particular with respect to the relative amplitude around 670 nm
(Fig. 3D, cyan spectrum), suggesting the presence of a distinct emission
band near 670 nm. In our recent study on this complex [13] we showed
that the F spectra of all ΔAB-PB complexes have a distinct (“red”) band
peaking near 672 nm. Inspection of the spectra from different in-
dividual complexes indicated that the peak position, λmax, of the ~672-
nm band was mostly constant, while that of the>690-nm, “far-red”
emission varied across a broad range. However, the far-red emission
states, clearly present beyond 690 nm (Fig. 3D, red spectrum) were not
investigated in the previous study [13] and form the focus of this work.

For all investigated types of PBs, λmax of the far-red states was stable
for times ranging between sub-seconds and tens of seconds before the
emission generally switched back to the original ensemble-like spectral
shape [21]. The timescale of the spectral diffusion suggests that the
spectral switches are governed by protein conformational (static) dis-
order (Fig. 3A), similarly to the other types of spectral dynamics in-
vestigated previously [13,20].

While most far-red emission states were characterized by a quasis-
table λmax for a given complex, there was a large complex-to-complex
variation. This was investigated quantitatively by selecting all WT-PB,
CK-PB and ΔAB-PB complexes that exhibited far-red emission and
comparing the λmax distribution of their far-red bands with that of the
ensemble-like blue bands (Fig. 3E). For WT-PB and CK-PB, the far-red
λmax distributions extend from below 690 nm to ~740 nm, while ΔAB-
PB featured a slightly narrower distribution. The far-red peak dis-
tributions for all three samples are considerably broader than those of
the ensemble-like blue bands (Fig. 3E). In all three cases the maxima of
the distributions were just beyond 700 nm (~701–706 nm).

Fig. 3F shows that the width of the far-red bands displays a linear
correlation with the peak position. Also, the relative width of the far-
red band with respect to the accompanying blue band increases linearly
with the peak wavelength and becomes broader than the latter, on
average, above 703.5 nm (Fig. 3G). Since the blue band is comprised of
multiple spectral components (Fig. 2 and Refs. [12, 20]), the far-red

Fig. 2. Room-temperature bulk spectrum of WT-PB (black) compared with the
average of 4000 randomly selected single molecule spectra (blue) and a re-
presentative 10-s averaged single molecule spectrum of a WT-PB complex in an
unquenched state (gray). For bulk, a 12 nM solution of freely diffusing com-
plexes was excited; each single molecule spectrum originated from a different
substrate-bound WT-PB complex. Spectra were measured consecutively on the
same optical setup. A 4-min averaged background spectrum was subtracted
from the black and blue spectra and a 10-s averaged background spectrum was
subtracted from the gray spectrum. The right inset shows the difference be-
tween the bulk spectrum (black) and the double skewed Gaussian fit (red da-
shed line) of the single-molecule spectrum. The red part of the difference
spectrum was fitted with two Gaussians (magenta dashed line) with peak po-
sitions at 702 and 746 nm. The left inset denotes the type of sample used in the
measurements (WT-PB).
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emission features an excessively broad spectrum.

4. Discussion

For numerous other photosynthetic pigment-binding complexes
displaying similar far-red emission, theoretical studies have indicated
that these characteristics can only be explained adequately when con-
sidering CT states mixed with singlet excited states [38]. This mixing
generates a CT state with a weak emissive character as well as one or
more excited states with some CT character [39–41], the latter of which
are sufficiently low in energy to be populated. Furthermore, CT states
are known to couple more strongly to fast environmental vibrations
(phonons) than the excited states of the same pigments [42–44], giving
rise to significant homogeneous line broadening [40,42,45] and in-
creased optical reorganization energy, leading to an enhanced Stokes
shift [39–42,46]. The far-red states of individual PBs clearly show
evidence of large Stokes shifts (Fig. 3E) and significant spectral
broadening (Fig. 3G) as well as a direct relationship between the two
(Fig. 3F), suggesting a common underlying mechanism (i.e., strong
coupling to phonons). Furthermore, the mixing strength determines the
polarity of the hybrid state [39,40], which is very sensitive to the

charged protein microenvironment of the embedded pigments. The
spectroscopic properties of the hybrid state, especially its energy, are
therefore very sensitive to the mixing strength and consequently also to
dynamic and static disorder [44,47]. An enhanced sensitivity to dy-
namic disorder explains well the broad spectral widths of the far-red
states (Fig. 3G), while the effect of static disorder explains the broad
far-red peak distributions in Fig. 3E and the occasional shifts between
different quasistable far-red states (Fig. 3C).

Upon formation of the hybrid state, the emission intensity is re-
duced due to some borrowing of intensity by the dark CT state from the
excited state [39]. The resulting enhancement in nonradiative decay
corroborates the reduced brightness of the far-red states of WT-PB
analyzed in a recent study [21], showing that these states are on
average ~35% quenched compared to spectrally non-shifted emission
states and have fluorescence lifetimes that are similarly shortened. Fi-
nally, a theoretical study on the Photosystem II reaction center showed
that a shift of the CT state to lower energies resulted in an enhanced
amplitude of the red wing of the fluorescence spectrum from ~700 nm
to beyond 760 nm [47]. This suggests that far-red emission (near
700 nm) resulting from CT-exciton mixing in that complex is accom-
panied by an enhanced vibrational wing of the fluorescence spectrum

Fig. 3. (A) By means of reversible switches between different conformational states, illuminated PBs assume different minima in their free energy landscape,
portrayed here as a function of two nuclear coordinates, which are signified by three major spectroscopic states: unquenched, quenched and far-red. Room-tem-
perature F spectral sequence of a single WT-PB (B), CK-PB (C), and ΔAB-PB (D). Spectra on top are averages of the spectra in the map corresponding to the times
indicated by the color-coded bars on the right of each spectral trace. In (E), peak distributions of far-red emission bands (λmax > 680 nm, 5-nm bins) compared to
peak distributions of ensemble-like spectra (i.e., devoid of far-red emission bands) (λmax < 680 nm, 1-nm bins). Each distribution is scaled separately. The total
number of quasi-stable, reversible, far-red spectra are 46, 67, and 83 from 42 WT-PB, 42 CK-PB and 44 ΔAB-PB complexes, respectively, selected from a few hundred
individually measured complexes (the selection allows to focus on intact, biologically relevant complexes only). Fitting details are described in the Experimental
section and an example is shown in Fig. S5. For spectra devoid of far-red emission bands, only unquenched states were considered to enhance the fitting accuracy.
Since λmax of ΔAB-PB's 672-nm band was fixed it is not shown. Gaussian fits of the peak distributions are displayed (black curves), along with the mean value (μ, in
nm) and the full-width at half-maximum (σ, in nm) of each fit. In (F), relationship between the full-width at half-maximum and peak position of the far-red emission
bands from WT-PB. In (G), ratio of the full-width at half-maximum of the far-red and blue bands of spectra with far-red emission as a function of the far-red spectral
peak. The dashed lines in (F and G) denote linear regressions. Dotted vertical line in (G) is at 703.5 nm. In (B, C, D and E), the right insets denote the types of PB
complexes used for the measurements. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of this chapter.)
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(between ~730 and ~760 nm), which may also explain the enhanced
vibrational wing of PB in Fig. 2 due to the presence of a similar mixed
state.

From our SMS measurements we have thus identified various
properties of the far-red emission states of single PB complexes that are
generally characteristic of emission states with a CT character, viz. 1) a
large Stokes shift, 2) spectral broadening, 3) strong spectral hetero-
geneity, 4) partial quenching, and 5) an enhanced vibrational wing.

A key finding in this study is that for all investigated samples the SF
measurements showed the existence of a spectral band peaking above
700-nm and that the standard Liptay formalism yielded a large mag-
nitude of Δμ for this spectral species, indicating a strong CT character.
These two properties are corroborated by the SMS results: far-red
spectral bands were observed for all samples and show behavior re-
miniscent of a state with CT character. We conclude that the two ex-
perimental approaches revealed the same far-red states. The>700-nm
spectral band observed from the SF study is then a superposition of a
broad distribution of bands observed from the SMS study, with peak
positions ranging between ~690 nm and ~740 nm and with emission
between 700 nm and 710 nm occurring most abundantly. The broad
spectral distribution is explained by the sensitivity of CT states to the
local protein environment and is consistent with the excessively broad
bandwidth of the far-red state in the SF spectra (see also SI on SF).
Furthermore, the necessity of including> 700-nm bands in the SF
analysis, justified also by the comparison of unquenched single-mole-
cule spectra with the ensemble (Fig. 2), and their large associated Δμ
values suggest that a sizable subpopulation of complexes exhibits a
strong CT state at any time during illumination, or that all complexes
possess a permanent CT state that may mix with the excited singlet state
dependent on the realization of the protein disorder. In other words,
far-red emission contributes to the emission of an ensemble of isolated
PB complexes as the result of some fraction of complexes always being
in a far-red state when illuminated (Fig. 2).

To our knowledge, besides CT states, no other previously char-
acterized molecular mechanism taking place at the level of PBs can
explain the reversible entering of PB pigments into partly-quenched far-
red emissive states. Firstly, radical cations, previously proposed to be
responsible for energy quenching in allophycocyanin trimers and
monomers [48,49] absorb light but do not emit and, therefore, cannot
explain the far-red emission. Since the far-red states are correlated with
the quenched states in PBs [21], radical cations are also, most likely,
not responsible for light-induced energy quenching in PBs or their se-
parate components. Moreover, it is important to point out that the
formation of radical cations in allophycocyanin was demonstrated upon
irradiation with UV radiation at 248 nm [50], while the far-red states
discussed here and PBs' quenched states in general were shown to be
induced by visible light [20,21,48,49,51]. Secondly, being only partly
quenched, the far-red states in PBs remain emissive, distinguishing
themselves from the molecular states assumed by the tetrapyrroles in
phytochromes and other, phytochrome-like proteins. In fact, in contrast
to phytochromes, most phycobiliproteins [52], and all in this study, are
not photoactive. The pigment binding sites in PBs are tightly packed,
leaving no space for large configurational changes of pigments such as
light-induced torsions of pyrrole rings involved in the photoconversion
of phytochromes [53]. Thirdly, a reversible change in the protonation
state of the PB pigments also fails to explain the far-red states in PBs.
Tetrapyrroles in PBs and, e.g., in the phycobiliproteins from crypto-
phyte algae, were shown to be fully protonated [54–56]. Light-induced
deprotonation of one of the pigments in PBs from Synechocystis is ex-
pected to induce a blue shift of emission [57]. Finally, since our SMS
measurements are performed in vitro, on isolated PBs complexes, all
enzymatic modifications of PBs taking place in the cells and impacting
the spectroscopic properties of bound tetrapyrrole pigments [58,59]
can be ruled out as a possible mechanism behind the red states. On the
other hand, a time-resolved study on phycocyanobilins isolated from
PBs pointed at the presence of a light-induced component, signified by a

red-shifted absorption spectrum (“species C”), contributing to the room-
temperature ensemble spectrum of these pigments [60]. Interestingly,
the relative contribution of species C to the absorption spectrum de-
pended on the solvent [60] and the larger contribution in methanol
than in n-octanol could be explained by the fact that CT states are
known to be more stable in more polar environments.

This work does not address the long-standing discussion of whether
pigments in the core of PBs are within the strong or weak dipole-dipole
interaction regime [61]. Instead, we focus here on identifying the ori-
gins of the light-induced CT state in PBs. Due to the large distances
between neighboring pigments in PB complexes, we rule out the pos-
sibility of formation of an interpigment CT state, which is in contrast to
chlorophyll-containing protein complexes where the CT character was
ascribed to excitonically coupled pigments [31,62]. This assumption is
in agreement with the recent results and model by Wang and Moerner
[51] and takes into consideration the fact that the absorption spectrum
of the ApcE dimer, with the pigments unequivocally within the FRET
regime, is similar in shape to the absorption spectrum of the allophy-
cocyanin trimers [63]. Therefore, in PB complexes, the CT state is either
an intramolecular charge transfer state formed within one of the pig-
ments or is the result of interaction between a pigment and one or more
closely separated amino acid residues. In either case, strong mixing of
the singlet excited state with a CT state is necessary for the former to
gain CT character. The CT states in PBs are light induced and likely
stabilized or governed by pigment-protein interactions.

Our results show that far-red states occur both at room temperature
and at 77 K and cannot be fully rationalized by vibrational progression
or mechanisms other than CT states. The results also strongly suggest
that SMS and SF spectroscopy revealed the same far-red states and that
the states resolved from the SMS studies do not result from highly im-
probable or unphysiological conformations (Fig. 2). Moreover, the po-
sition of the far-red fluorescence band with strong CT character re-
vealed by SF spectroscopy matches that of the far-red single molecule
spectral bands (Fig. 3E, see also Fig. 2, inset). In general, the presence of
CT-related far-red emission at 77 K suggests that similar emission is
likely to occur also at higher temperatures, albeit with a smaller relative
amplitude due to thermal equilibrium [42].

Moreover, mixing of a CT state into one or more excited states of the
pigment may lead to large negative Δα values [26,43]. For all types of
PB in this study, the values of Δα and Δμ are comparable for the ana-
logous bands (see Table 1), which is expected for emission signatures of
the same species. Similar molecular parameters indicate the same or
similar electronic structures. However, as the microenvironment of
related pigments may be somewhat different for the different types of
PB, small variations in the band intensity of analogous bands and ZDC
values are expected, because the ZDC coefficients are very susceptible
to the local protein environment of the pigments.

In general, the presence of multiple distinct spectral states com-
prising the broad F spectra can be explained by a Boltzmann energy
distribution across the various subunits of PBs combined with the
functional plasticity of the (chemically identical) pigments in the PB
complex. Interestingly, the 677/678-nm and 683-nm bands are asso-
ciated with similar values for Δα and Δμ, both in sign and amplitude
(when the parameters were free during analysis), but the values for ZDC
are strikingly different, both in sign and magnitude (see Table 1). The
similarity of the values for Δα and Δμ suggests that the pigment species
related to the 677/678-nm and 683 nm emission bands have similar
electro-optical or molecular parameters, which agrees with previous
studies showing that these two bands correspond to different types of
terminal emitting pigment-protein complexes, namely ApcE and ApcD
[17,64]. However, the opposite signs of ZDC indicate that the two
spectral species have different excited state dynamics, resulting most
likely from encapsulation of the emissive species by different local
protein environments and/or a different configuration of the pigment in
the binding site, the latter being shown in a recent report [65]. Since we
are dealing with chemically identical pigments, the two spectral bands
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should also be associated with different types of nonradiative deacti-
vation channels. The rates of nonradiative processes may experience
very different modulation by an externally applied electric field, thus
providing a reason for the different signs and amplitudes of ZDC for the
two bands. Specifically, the negative and positive signs of ZDC indicate
that the nonradiative rates of the 677/678-nm and 683-nm emission
states are enhanced and reduced by the electric field, respectively.

We also conclude that the room-temperature ~672-nm, red (in
contrast to far-red) emission band of phycocyanin rods does not involve
a strong CT character as signified by a relatively small value of Δμ of the
664-nm band at 77 K. In contrast to typical far-red states with a CT
character, the ~672-nm states of phycocyanin are not quenched, sup-
porting the hypothesis that they are not involved in energy dissipation
[13].

A unique combination of SMS and SF spectroscopy has allowed us to
identify a number of new spectroscopic states in PB pigment-protein
complexes and to obtain a detailed description of their electro-optical
properties. This information is usually hidden beneath the broad bands
of steady-state room temperature and 77 K spectra. Our SMS study
showed that, while the far-red vibrational wing is a permanent feature
of the F spectrum of a PB complex, enhanced far-red emission is a dy-
namic property of the complex, varying in amplitude, energy, instant of
occurrence, and duration. Switching into and out of such a far-red state
is likely governed by conformational changes [13,20,66] and is clearly
light-induced [20,21]. Furthermore, the rods and the cores of PB
complexes can switch into these states independently.

The far-red states occur occasionally but their physiological im-
portance should be viewed in connection with the associated strongly
quenched states [21]. Two recent SMS studies [21,67] have shown an
explicit relationship between the far-red states and thermal energy
dissipation states in PB. While these studies do not allow us to conclude
whether a common mechanism underlies the intrinsic light-induced and
OCP-induced quenched states, they show that CT states play a crucial
role in the regulation of excitation energy flow in the photosynthetic
apparatus of cyanobacteria. Since the connection between far-red and
quenched states points at a common underlying molecular mechanism,
it is very likely that this energy dissipation mechanism involves a CT
state [21]. Identification and characterization of the role of CT states in
the regulation of light harvesting antenna complexes deepens our un-
derstanding of the early stages of photosynthesis at the fundamental,
molecular level, constituting a basis for the development of novel bio-
inspired solar technologies that are capable to adapt to constantly
changing light conditions and to make the best use of available energy.

Outside the research fields focused on photosynthesis and phyto-
chrome-type photoreceptors, proteins that bind linear tetrapyrroles
have recently attracted attention as promising fluorescence markers for
in vivo and bio-medical purposes [68–71]. This interest can be ex-
plained by: 1) the synthesis of linear tetrapyrroles requiring only a few
enzymatic reactions (usually between 1 and 3), starting from the heme,
a common substrate found in all organisms, and, 2) these pigments
being embedded in protein matrices can achieve extremely high
fluorescence brightness. As shown in previous studies, as well as in this
work, the protein matrix plays a critical role in the tuning of the optical
properties of these pigments, opening a possibility for protein en-
gineering of designs whose emission properties are optimized for spe-
cific applications like in bio-medical technologies. The presence of CT
states in those pigments can make these possibilities even more exciting
by leading to a new generation of fluorescence markers, which, thanks
to the sensitivity of CT states, would be capable of accurately reporting
changes in the chemical environment of the fluorescence marker and
the target of interest.
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